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Highlights: Design and Implement a Dynamic & 
Adaptive Grammar Learning Tool is aimed to identify the 
level of students learning in grammar precisely in tense. 
The learning process is well adapted into the mobile 
smartphones and tablets application especially for 
android users as an attractive and dynamic tool. This 
project is exposed to the adaptability of students based 
on their level of understanding in Grammar, thus can 
help and improves their grammar effectively. 
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Introduction 
A dynamic and adaptive Grammar Learning Tool for 
Tertiary Students’ is aimed to identify the knowledge 
level of students in the process of learning grammar and 
guide the students accordingly. Dynamic and adaptive 
are the prominent features for designing any learning 
system. There are some approaches available for 
language learning such as classroom oriented, E- 
learning, mobile assisted language learning, computer 
assisted language learning. The common problem in all 
those system is lack of dynamic and adaptive features 
that did not address the proper knowledge sharing 
through the proper training.  
 
